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Insurance Commissioner Cha- Tuberculosis Congress Dis- Church and Patriotic Organ- President Taf t Mingles With Jesse Nusbaum and Prof. S. Elected President of New
G. Moley Back From
School Board By Big
Crowds of Neighbors at
izations Unite to Prevent
cusses Infection From
ves Served With Papers
Guatemala.
National Disgrace
Bovine Sources
Cincinnati
in Suit From Clovis
Majority
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Lawyer Writes
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United States Court of Appeals Johnson Writes Friend Not to Makes Brief Addresses and Will Honduranian Minister Answers Dr. W. E. Garrison To Deliver
Bet Until Advised
Class Address Friday
Santa Feans Dr. Hewett Be
Lets It Remain at
Leave for Saint Louis
Low Figure.
Here Tonight
Further.
May 27.
Tonight.

The day was
Former Mayor Jose D. Sena was
The advance guard of the archaeolWashington, May 3. Whether tuis well represented in
Philadelphia, May 3. In Fhiladel- - Cincinnati, May
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to
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which
renewing
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president of the new school
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expedition
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board
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to
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by
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returned home today looking little the ing 5 to ". Had all the members of
commissioners of the appeals from the what may be the best treatment tor test against what is termed a "na This was President Taft's program
adtwo
the
brief
for
before
here
are
the
tuberculosis
Verworse for the wear and tear of a trip the new board been present at last
topics
Except
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tional disgrace and calamity to the dressestoday.
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the
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the
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York
himself
and
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that
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majority
shaking
consists of Prof. Sylvanus G. Morley
s
were
Resolutions
A. A. Jones, the Las Vegas Grant
adults is adonted last fight. calling- on the min-- with the women and men with whom and Jesse Nusbaum, the well known have been even still larger. The reBoard and J. D. Hand for waters of monary tuberculosis among
night
he had been on intimate terms of expert with the camera. Director tiring president of the board the Hon.
not the result of impure milk or foods.
isters of all denominations in Penn"
the upper Pecos and tributaries, the
This evening, Hewett is
Standard Oil Case Affirmed.
each
to arrive tonight, T. B. Catron received two votes. The
with
unite in friendship for years.
to
and
states
other
expected
sylvania
applications conflicting
as follows:
Mr. Taft was scheduled to attend the
Xew York, May 3. The United
and tomorow will likely issue a state board as it now stands is
a protest to the governor of Califorother. Chairman Frank Springer, of States court
D. Sena, president.
music fes- ment
Jose
handed
the
of
concert
of
May
opening
today
appeals
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imissioners,
about the results of the three
nia against the fight.
the board of water
James L. Seligman, vice president.
down a decision affirming the decree
tival, to dedicate the statute of Theo- months'
'.ready and of the United
expedition.
was on deck yesterday
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Johnson
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the
in
brief
to
dinner
J. A. Wood, secretary and superina
court
attend
dore
circuit
States
Thomas,
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It is understood that a number of tendent of schools.
3. Jack
Attorney Charles A. Spie- represent- which the Standard Oil Company was
Johnson at the club, and to leave for St. Louis.
May
Chicago,
most interesting discoveries
were
ing the Grant Board arri.ed for the fined $20,000 by the jury before Judge wired a friend here last night telling
Captain Fred Muller.
made
last
evening.
by the Santa Feans and that Mr.
on
not
Dr. David Knapp.
to
the
hearing
him
bet any money
EDUCATIONAL MEETINGS
Xoyes in the western district of
District Court.
Dr. J. A. Rolls.
TOWN OF DEMING. Nusbaum secured no less than 000
for a violation of the interstate coming fight until advised further. The
in
Suit for divorce was flit d in the dis- commerce act.
Thomas B. Catron.
photographs, some of which are very
telegram also stated that the death
archan
trict court for Santa Fe county today
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J. II. Sloan.
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the
of
interesting
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Dam.
stone
the
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Up
Opened
Being
Engle
Rushing
Quarry
Nicanor Baca.
aeological standpoint.
church ammunition for their struggle
by Frank R. Bothwell vs. Lida Pyeatte Special to the Xew Mexican.
Twelve Miles Northeast of the
The Old Boards Meets.
Bothwell, because she refused to ac
Windmill City.
Mr. Nusbaum declared today that he
Washington, D. C, May 3. In the against the big fight.
The annual meeting of the board of
Senator
company or follow him to New Mex Ballinger-Pincho- t
had not been so dangerously ill from
Jeffries is Blowing Hard.
inquiry,
ieo, he alleging desertion and abandon- Root today inquired: "Does not the
Ben Lomond, Calif., May 3. "I'm
Deming, X. M., May 3. Hon. H. R. the malaria fever as was rumored, but education for reorganization was held
ment. There are no children. The treaty with Mexico require the early going to lick Johnson sure. At the Pattengill and Superintendent Clark admitted that he had been down with at 7:30 o'clock last night in the high
plaintiff is employed in the office o? completion of the Engle dam project?" t rate I'm going, I'll go into the ring at! arrived in Deming yesterday afternoon it. He was looking in first rate condi- school building with the following
the New Mexico Central Rauroad Secretary Ballinger replied: "Yes, the! 210 pounds. Talk about being fast, at 7 o'clock. They were entertained tion and many greeted him as he members present: Hon. Thomas B.
treaty with Mexico requires the com- I'll carry Johnson along at a clip that at the home of D. E. Holt, editor of stood in front of the Palace this after- Catron, president; Jose D. Sena, vice
Company.
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Jeffries last night voluntarily and tengill were for many years warm
possible." This indicates that PresiThe party left for Santa Fe about A. Wood,
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and is not a candidate for any office. the month of Mav will see severe and Deming and address the people of the reporter. ' I do not know that ing in February and last night he
owner's, is responsible for the conthere is," replied the archaeologist, arose and vigorously opposed the sellDeming upon some educational
Secretary of the Interior Ballinger unremitting w ork at Ben Lomond,
troversy, part of the money having said
still smiling, "but your question re- ing of that property on Lincoln and
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Looking for a Large Estate.
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and other insurgents also announced
minister from Honduras in the Cits tel Company for the sum of $10,000.
a
stone
quarry
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na- Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa that tlhey are
with Taft even the match a "desecration of our .tV twelve miles northeast of Deming. of Guatemala. We asked him if there Mr. Catron took the ground that the
squarely
tion's great patriotic holiday"
is in receipt today cf the following if they are opposed to Cannon.
was a revolution on in Honduras, for property was worth many times that
charter convention we ad ted tQ buiui
greater
quaint letter "from Germany:
Oakland
Down.
Amendment
Voted
and
es,)ecla!. we wanted to know what we were to figure ant that it ought not to be disHardy
as night adopted a resolution pro - ;,
Cologne, Rhine Prussia, April 2, 1910.
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face. He replied, with the utmost posed of so cheaply. But it was evitra,
May 3. The Hardy
Washington,
guitabe
"To the Honorable Secretary of State, amendment to the railroad
, thlg
that Mr. Catron's opinion was
bill to testing against the holding of the Jef- naye taken the contract to
gravity: 'Ah! No danger, this week dent
fight on July 4. Plana st()ne fm Wmmi
not shared generally by the members
Dear Sir: Mr., the American consul strike out the provision permitting
the Luna count there is peace.' "
of this town, had the kindness to give the interstate commerce commission
of the old board and by a vote of 4
court house, now in course of conHad No Trouble.
to 1 the minutes of the February meetme your esteemed address.
to permit the making of low through meeting iu remonstrance against struction.
that
this
say
Experts
Mr. Nusbaum found the light value ing were approved.
As I heard lies there with the state rates in view of water competition "this threatened violation of the mor- stone is equal in quality to the faThis is taken to
an inheritance matter, Casper Breuer was voted down in the house today by al sentiment and good order of the mous Breeaera stone of Ohio. The in Guatemala far different from Santa mean that the board of education will
community."
owners of this property say that the Fe, or rather the conditions were dif- stand by that agreement made in
(or Brewer) containing a large for- 55 to 132.
Smile.
Gloden
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not
reason
stone is there in unlimited quantities. ferent for the heavy foilage required February and deed over the property
had
which
yet
any
Amendment
tune,
by
Adopted.
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San Francisco, Cal., May 3. Thir- realized.
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The undersigned representant
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ing ational bank, has returned from posure as in this city. He developed soon as that company fulfills the con
pieces, the second instalment of North Carolina where he has been a number of his films and found them ditions imposed at the meeting in
number of families, Breuer, Wirtz and strike out section 7 of the railroad gold Jeffries-Johnsofight forfeit mon spending several months. He is much satisfactory.
February.
'Zirkus, who seem to be interested in bill relating to traffic agreements. the
Bill Laid on Table.
On all their journeys the archaeologthis matter, begs to ask to give him Previous to this, Mr. Cummings had ey was deposited today in the Metro- improved in health.
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Guatemalan
House
govDefeats
Breuer,
Casper
Proposed Change.
to the new board, as is customary.
moters. The gold was heaped in a
ernment, were received with the
and Cologne, must be deceased with
Washington May 3. The effort to
winat
the
Treasurer
James B. Read read his
pile
receiving
glittering
the last ten to fifteen years; his wife, strike out the entire section of the dow while Richard, ieason, Jack Johngreatest courtesy, and no untoward financial statements
for the months of
bill
of
their
event marred the pleasure
a born Wirtz, lived a few years long- railroad
relating to the long and son,
III
and March and they showed
Beerger and Little grouped themFebruary
so
as
hauls
their
to
short
so
the
leave
no
that
had
existing
children,
er; they
trip.
a good balance in the treasury. The
selves about it to poe for a picture.
estates should come to their kinsmen law in that respect unchanged, was Johnson's famous "Golden
Mr. Nusbaum brought back soma April
as
Smile"
report will be read at the next
here. The family Zirkus will be the defeated in the house by 48 to 172. :t flashed across the stack of coin
interesting coins, showing a cruu.le meeting.
The
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and
then
the
adopted
long
legatory heir.
way of making silver pieces of mom
A number of bills were then pre
from his post behind the window,
I beg, Dear Sir, you will kindly in- short haul provision as reported by rivaled the
and these he will work into a watcn sented and ordered paid. A bill for
in
brilliancy.
heap
committee.
the
comfob. He also has several formidable $15 for physician's services in treat
quire after this and send me all
Nelson's Motion Passes.
munications you dispose of; please
j Mrs.
bills, the f 20 bill beins wyrih ing the wounds of a school pupil who
men s national
looking
Ruth
Leavitt
Led
Bryan
Washington, May 3. Senator kel
you will also tell" me the costs, Dear
$1.20 and a gorgeous $5 bill just ran into a bob wire fence on the
about
. .1
MISSIONARY CONGRESS.!
r
i.
J
Sir, if there are any. Awaiting your son's motion to strike out section 12,
school grounds was ordered laid on
"thirty cents."
kind answer, I beg, Dear Sir, to take which would permit mergers between Almost Four Thousand Delegates Rep- discuss the table.
to
declined
Nusbaum
Mr.
Time
of me my best thanks beforehand, railroads, was adopted by the senate
Charles E. Linney was requested to
the results of the expedition but said
resenting One Hundred Thousand
with which I remain with great re- without division.
Church Goers Meet.
that Director Hewett will probably make his report on physical culture
spect.
High License for the Territories.
the schools at the board's next
LEAVITT
CL1IS CHILDREN give out something for publication in in
Yours very truly,
Washington, D. C, May 3 Sena
Mr. Linney was appointed
meeting.
Chicago, May 3. The Men's Naa day or two.
FRANZ FROEHLICH,
tor Dillingham reported favorably from tional Missionary Congress opened tosome time ago on a special committee to look into this matter and adthe senate committee on territories day with nearly 4,000 delegates pres- He Will Lecture to
Schillingstrasze, N. 50.
Young Men's DIGEST OF NEW
his bill to amend an act approved. Feb ent, representing every state and terMEXICO DECISIONS. vise the board as to its feasibility.
Christian Association
HARD BLOW FOR THE
New Board Takes Hold.
ruary 6th, 1909, entitled "An Act Re- ritory and every denomination in the
DEFENSE OF DR. HYDE. lating to Affairs in the Territories." Protestant church. Tney .represented
It was about 9 p. m. when the new
Tonight.
The New Mexican Printing Com
That Sections 464 and 468 of the act the 100.000 churchmen who have been
pany has placed on sale a limited edi board came into power, its new memidentified with the 75 conventions of
Envelopes, Which Contained Capsules be amended
tion
of the Digest of the Decisions bers taking the oath of office. Mr.
Lincoln, Neb., May 3. Lieutenant
Identified By the Cyanide Stains
the
Movement
Laymen's Missionary
tJhe supreme court of New Mexico Sena was nominated for president by
Section 464. That before any li
Reginald Owen, and Mrs. Ruth Bryan of
on Them.
cense is granted, as provided in this The Congress is expected to outline a Leavitt were married at Fairview, as found in the New Mexico Reports Dr. Knapp and Mr. Catron was nomidefinite missionary policy which will
Kansas City, May 3. Judge
Volumes 1 to 14, and in the Pacific nated for the same office by Fred
act in relation to
liquors, affect
shortly after nine this morning. The
this morning overruled a motion it shall be shown tointoxicating
the
activities
practicmaterially
Reporter from 1 to 106. The bar has Muller. Mr. Sena was promptly electthe satisfaction of
of the defense in the Hyde murder
of every evangelical denomina- strictest secrecy was maintained and felt the need of such a Digest and ed, with James L. Seligman as vice
ally
all information, concerning the wedtrial to strike out the testimony of said court that a majority of the male tion in the country.
tne compiler, James Derden, LL.B., president and Professor Wood as suding, was withheld..
Dr. Haynes as being too speculative. and female citizens over the age of
formerly of the Texas bar, later prac perintendent of the schools for the
21 years within two miles of the place
Wants the Children.
LOCAL OPTIONIST DEFEATS
The ruling was a hard blow to the de
ticing law in New Mexico and now of twelfth consecutive year.
Toledo, O., May 3. While Ruth Denver, has performed the work more
fense as it admits the plausibility of where, intoxicating liquors is to be
Commencement Arrangements.
PROHIBITION CANDIDATE,
the state's theory tlhat secondary tests manufactured, bartered, sold, and exBryan Leavitt was being married at (as a labor of love than of profit. The
Arrangements were then discussed
for cyanide established the proof of changed, have in good faith consented
Montgomery, Ala., May 3. Returns Lincoln today, her former husband, last
of New Mexico supreme for commencement and it was decidits presence. Envelopes which con to the manufacture, barter, sale and today indicate that the majority of W. H. Leavitt, was here arranging for courtDigest
opinions was by Attorney George ed to have Dr. W. E. Garrison, presitained capsules dropped in the snow exhange, or the barter, sale and ex- O'Neal, the local optionist's candidate a lecture at the Y. M. C. A. tonight P. Money now of Mississippi and cov dent of the New Mexico College of
by Dr. Hyde were offered this morn change of the same; and the burden for governor, over Mallory, the state on the "Value of Art Training." Mr. ered the first nine volumes of the Agriculture and Mechanical Arts deliver the class address Friday, Mav
ing and Dr. Haynes testified that the shall be upon the applicant or appli- wide prohibitionist in the state Dem- Leavitt declared that he had given up supreme court reports.
27.
stains on the paper were made by cants to show to the satisfaction of ocratic primary, will not rech 20,000 his first intention of going to Lincoln
said court that a majoirty of the male as indicated last
The following pupils
cyanide.
to
to
were then
stop the wedding in order
gain DOMESTIC WOOLS ARE
night, and may be reand female citizens of 21 years of duced to 10,000. However, there is possession of the two children, but
MOVINIG SLOWLY. passed, by the hoard for graduation on'
SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD
condition they finish satisfactorily
age or more have consented thereto,
reason that O'Neal is safely he would immediately start proceedWILL CUT A PIE and no license shall be granted in the every
the
year's work:
are
3.
wools
Domestic
that
end.
toward
nominated.
ings
Boston, May
Alice Candelario.
absence of such evidence, Provided,
rioving slowly, although last year's
New York May 3. The Southern that no license shall be grantedjfor
Margaret Cunningham.
stock is well broken up and on choice
Inego Daza.
Pacific Company is considering a plan the manufacture, barter, sale or exliues decidedly small prices, are made
Eugene Fiske.
for the disposal of its oil property it change of intoxicating liquors except
by the buyer with Ohio quarter blood
Rogers Fiske.
was said today, and distributing the within incorporated towns, and such
HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
X selling at 29 cents, Oregon staple at
proceeds through .stock to the share othef towns, settlements, or communand Montana at CO cents on Julia Jaffa.
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill out this coupon and mail to X 19
Amelia McFie.
holders. The aggregate value of the ities in which a duly appointed United
Fine territorial staple
X clean basis.
Paul A. F. Walter, Supervisor of Census, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Jacob Safford.
oil property of the Southern Pacific is States commissioner, marshal or depis vorth from 63 to 66 cents. ShearOn April 15th, I was living at the address given below, but to the X
Douglas Walker.
said to he approximately one hundred uty marshal shall approve the appliand
west
far
in
not
full
the
is
in
been
have
or
I
X
enumerated
there
anybest of my knowledge
ing
swing
Frieda Wientge.
million dollars and the estimated cation in jwriting, to carry on such
from 16 to 18 cents has been paid for
where else.
Aime Witteman.
is
Nevada.
little
No
There
proceeds of the sale of the property business except that the respective
X
Name
and
shearing
very
.......Street
Professor Wood stated that in view
will mean a special dividend of about district judge may'Mn
is
cents
23
in
the fleece states, but
X
City
th,ir discretion,
S30 per share to the stockholders of
slid to be the transfer price, for methe Southern Pacific.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
dium clips.
X X X'X S X XX X XX X.Xit
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Old

Iff

Wheat

Pansy

Beneath the brim her gray eyes flush,
to mortal man a constant lure.
A feature of bewitching charm in one
with manner ho demure.
And then that saucy little nose, with
just the slightest upward twist,
Above the sweet lips of a mouth deV
signed by nature to be kissed!

Also VAFIFTY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH IJFGISTFR TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

Winter Grocery
y

Sic

x

Mi

southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.
No.

Telephone

FOR YOURSELF

Ap SEE

minor city topics

Perfect Jit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting f'l
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of

Denver, Colo., May 3. Fore- cast for New Mexico: Partly
cloudy tonight and Wednesday
with showers in northwest por- - N
X
tion Wednesday.

ft!

t7$350rf
$500

foot-leng-

8

8

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

i

,

th

SELIGMAN BROS

I

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

,

in
!)

m

j

Goods.

e Cnit
a.
apil

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

Her new Spring hat is big and large,
and long, and wide, and tall, and
high.
But, oh, it caps a vision that is most
.
m d M
delightful to the eye.
The
Issues
Team
Challenge
Lamy
I wonder sometimes what it cost;
I baseball team of
Lamy issues a chalshouldn't like to pay the bill.
and desires dates cither with
But when she wears it, every man lenge
Salmon Grays or the Peerless j
the
she meets must, feel a suden thrill!
Giants of this city.
Somerville Journal.
Good Lamb
Crop Reports from
Belen to Harvey House Xelson &
the Territory show
of
various
parts
Sons have been given the contract to
build a Harvey house at Belen for the that the lamb and wool crop will be
unusually good this year. A number
Santa Fe system.
of lambing camps report as high as
in
Animals
Wild
Many
Quay County 95 per cent increase.
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
The board of county commissioners
Regal quarter-size- s
today
Days Yesterday,
Rogation
of Quay county paid $54S in bounties
and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
be
may
for wild animal pelts at its last ses- and tomorrow are known as Rogation
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
days and are observed as days of spesion.
and
Catholic
in
Roman
the
cial
prayer
New Bank for Naravisa
The Farm
ers and Merchants Trust and Savings Episcopal churches. The prayers are
offered for fruitful seasons, and also
bank, with $15,000 capitalization, has
and candidates
been organized at Naravisa, Quay for the priesthood
SO
about to be elevated to the priestcounty.
hood.
Albuquerque Pastor Resigns Rev.
Bull Fight Tonight
Arrangements
W. .T. Marsh for many years pastor of
have been completed to show a genuthe Congregational church at: Albu- ine bull
fight with all its thrills at
querque, has resigned his charge to go the Elks' theater tonight. There will
to California.
be everything there except the roar
Irrigation Project Sold The Farm- - of the infuriated animal and the picington Land & Investment
Company tures have been pronounced the best
has sold it project to the Standard ever made of an encounter of this
Construction Company of Durango, kind. The fight took place some weeks
Colo., for $12,000.
ago in the City of Mexico and was
Wedding at Las Vegas L. D. Webb, witnessed by 25,000 people.
a Las Vegas business man, and Miss
Maximum Was 65 Degrees The
Sonie Young of Denver, were mar- maximum was 65 degrees yesterday
ried by Justice of the Peace R. D. and the minimum was 35. There was
a high wind from the southwest in
Murray at Las Vegas.
The Dance Thursday Evening The the afternoon and at night. The reladance at the public library assembly tive humidity was :5 per cent and the
room to be given by the Woman's temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
Board of Trade on Thursday evening was 43 degrees. A year ago today the
of this week, will be a very enjoyable maximum was 70 degrees and the minimum 34 with 100 per cent of sunaffair.
It was a pleasant day.
nf Mnr-cSllRnertprl
Thoft
, i IVillinm
, 1111 111 shine.
I
"
Funeral of Encarnacion Sandoval
Hogan and James Little have been
at Las Vegas on the suspicion The funeral of Encarnacion Sandoval
that they are responsible for the dis- took place at 7:30 o'clock this mornappearance of three horses from the ing from the Cathedral, the Very Rev.
Antonio Fourchegu
officiating. The 11
ranch of H. Hooker of Grant county.
"
" 1:1
irm
s t n,
A. P. Hill, Teodo- - III
were
I
Htv!Tv. .
3Z
Sucide at Clovis After casting his pall bearers
.
...
.
ballot for Clovis as the county seat of clo Castillo, Ricardo Aland, Henry
Jesus Tapia, and Antonio
Curry county, Druggist George O'Hara Alarid,
Interment was made in
committed suicide on account of des
Undertakers Muiu-gacemetery.
over
pondency
money matters and
had
of the
Rising
charge
slack business. He leaves a wife and
funeral arrangements.
two children.
Assault With Words "Because, as j If
BRIO JITEN up yonr house, What's the use of living unless you enjoy life!
your Stomach, Heart, or Kidneys
he alleges, she ruined his reputation j are
GOOD paint will nlso keep your house from rotting, It is an investment
at least, a few doses only
weak,
try
as well as a luxury.
by talking about him, Pablo Lucero j of Dr.
Snoop s Restorative. In five or
caused the arrest of Julianita Ortiz, ten
ASK
your good wife if she doesn't want the house newly painted, You
days only, the result will surprise
owe something to her. Renily, Don't you?
charging her with assaulting him with you. A few cents will cover the cost.
words. Justice Trinidad Sena heard And here is
why help comes so quicksome of the evidence this morning, hut
i'hone
ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the StomIf it's Hardware S?A WARctJS
has not yet given a decision. The peo
No. 14,
ach, nor stimpulate the Heart or Kidple concerned live in La Lagunita."
neys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
Las Vegas Optic.
directly to the weak and failing
Restrained From Issuing Warrants! nerves. Each organ has its own confor Sheep Herders Justice of the trolling nerve. When these nerves fail,
Peace Fay at Farmington, has been the depending organs must of neces-sti- y
AND RETAIL
restrained by an injunction issuedbyj
falter. This plain, yet vital truth
RATON
.mage ucne trom issuing warrants for clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's Restorathe arrest of the herders of Frank tive is so universally successful. Its
Cooper's sheep camp. There have success is leading druggists everybeen recently sixteen arrests of these where to give it universal
preference.
herders for herding sheep within two A test will surely tell. Sold by Stripling-Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal. Steam Coal.
miles of a settlement.
Burrows
& Co.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

I

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoe. If you have tired, achIt
ing feet, try Allen's Foot-Easrests the feet and makes new or tight
shoes easy. Cures aching, swollen,
Relieves corns
hot, sweating feet.
and bunions of all pain and gives rest
and comfort. Always use it to Break
in New Shoes. Try it today. Sold
everywhere, 25 cts. Don't accept any
substitute. For FREE trial package,
address Alien S. Olmsted, LeRoy, X.
Y.

Bobolink

CALL

IIP.

HER NEW SPRING HAT.
Her new spring hat is big and large,
and tall, and high, and long, and
wide.
To gel it through a street car door
she has 10 cook her head one side.
And yet she wears the dazzing mass
with such an air of dainty grace.
but to enhance the
It somehow sc-inpiquant beauty of her face.

Imperial
Jersey Cream

V
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USE ALLEN FOOT EASE

'

HE

SNTA FE,

OILS BRUSH E S &c

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Sds

36ds

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.

I

ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

F.

FRANK
GENERAL

W

W V.

'

I

j

GORMLEV
MKRC'HAN DISK

iS1
t

"

.IMS5.

I

II

He-rrer-

PHONK
BLACK

Ala

IQ

CANON
ROAli

Ro-sari- o
n

j

j

MULLIGAN & RISING
i

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

behave

i UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

R

j
j

,,aT-hoxki-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
IOC
130 RED
l.0

it

PICTURE

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

WHOLESALE

J'AI.ACK
AVK
DONE.

Screened

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anfl Seeis
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
'i

Lump

cerrillos

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Yankee;

culars, free.

RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
No Need to Cut.
S . E. Corner of Plaza.
i

MARY COURTNEY OF

TEXAS.

119

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. AS. F. Depot,

FLORES-VILL-

San Antonio, Texas, May 3.
to a report just issued by the
state board of health, Mary Courtney
of Floresville, Wilson county, is the
oldest person in the state, having liv'
ed no less than 119 years. She is
still active enough to count on an
other five and even ten years. Next
to her in age is Juan Vargas, a Mexi
can of Ihis city, who will be 115 in a
few weeks. The next oldest person
in the state is Hannah Wilson, colored, who is 100 years and eight
months. There are nine others who
are close to the century mark and
nearly a score who are over 90. The
report discloses also other interesting
data. The birth and death rates of
whites in the state were 43G7 and
2289 respectively showing a wonderful increase in the former. While 479
negroes died during March only 397
were born.

F. J. CHEXEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- - If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
pa tion.

ICE CREAM

at

ODA

Guf Specialty

Telephone

YEARS OLD.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

THE SANTA FE ABSTKACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N,

M.

Does a general ABSTRACT, REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

nnO On
$90
6U,WU.UU

DIAMONDS
Right Price
Right Goods
Right Servio

ftlrf
B

fj

to loftn on Santa Fe Real Estate
at low rate of Interest : :

Qm

WTCHES

YONTZ

MANUFACTURER OP

MEXICAN FILIGREE

J1WELRY

dace
WBWWWf

345 San Francisco St.

anii CTil1 1
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ZOOK!

W
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Eyas Tested and
Pitted by Up-iDate Methods

Wait?
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Fe,

PHARMACY
i

-
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CAUSES OF THE INCREASED
timated that rat depredations in the
COST OF LIVING. United States amount to $40,000,010
Of Interest to Santa Fe Readers.
per annum.
New Mexico Military Institute
Farmers' Bulletin 127: "Important
jOne of the Paramount Issues of the
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
For months Santa Fe citizens have
"I find Cascarets so good that I would
Day Factors That Enter Into
Insecticides" says in part: "The overWeit Point of th Southwt"
Thi
be without them. I was troubled a
not
seen in these columns enthusiastic
the Problem.
of
the
whelming expense
past twenty
and
headache.
Officers
deal
liver
with
Detailed by War Department
great
Doan's
cf
Army
Santa
Pills
torpid
Kidney
praise
by
years makes it almost necessary to Now since
Cascarets Candy CatharRANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Arm?
taking
Fe residents. Would these prominent '
reInspectors
on
H.
the
urge
of
I,.
Harris.)
(By
ground
pecuniary
tic I feel very much better. I shall cera
recommend
"A."
had
one
people
remedy that
The increased cost of living is
turns the adoption of measures recom- tainly recommend them to my friends as
8
not proven reuaDie.' would they con- - of the ,;araniount issues today. There mended in the foregoing pages against the best medicine I have ever
Academic course, preparing young
seen."
Through
.
.."-- At
lirm their statements after years had has been a vast amount of matter
t.v - f , men for coilnge or for business life. Great
d
Anna Bazinet,
insects.
To emphasize the value of
-- Ui .
Osborn Mill No. 2, Fall River, Mass. :
' amount of open air work. Healthiest location
ry
if personal experience had
reason
such
the
a
not;tPn enaeavoring to explain
practice it is only necessary
shown the remedy to be worthy of en-- :
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
why the cost of vln(? is so nign. The to call attention to the fact that tin'
Do
Never Sicken.Weaken orGripe.
uur ewem; iu stronger proor oi thories
advanced are numerous and losses lo orchard, garden and farm j 10c, Good.
oq the beautiful Pecos Va!!ey the garden
25c. 50c. Never sold in bullc. The senu-in- e
merit can oe had than cures that have some have been written without giv- products frequently amount to from 1",
tablet stamped CCC. Guaranteed to
spot of the West at an e'evatioc of 3,700
92b
cure or your money back.
stood the test of time. The following
- I
1 feet above sea level, snnshlne every day, but
the subject much thought. As it per cent to 75 per cent of the entire
ing
statement should carry conviction to is a serious
question, it should be ana- product and innumerable instances the
Ittie rain or snow during session.
the mind of every Santa Fe reader.
proper ventilation of all public
could be pointed out where such loss
thoroughly.
lyzed
Eleven Offlcers.and Instructors, all graduToribio Rodriguez,
and
110 Johnson
realizes
places
when
the public
has been sustained year after year
abas
As
is
it
mankind
ates
froui stardard eastern colleges. Ten
exists,
long
"Two'
e
disstreet, Santa Fe, N. M.. says:
while now
the adoption of remedial the value ofli ventilation,
eases will
and a half years ago I save a state-- ; solutely essential that food must bo measures, by
buildings,
thoroughly furnished, heaiod, light
decreased.
large yields are regularly When the laws materiallythe
modern In all respects.
ment for publication in regard to my partaken of. Food, however, is only secured with
edjand
pollution
prohibit
an insignificant expendione item of expense. There are many
of streams from which drinking waREGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills.
ture for treatment."
i
y.-otner
add
which
expenses
materially
ter is obtained, water-born- e
diseases
G, flamiitoa. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Today I am stronger in my praise of
It has been established that in the
the cost, ot living, hvery dollar
will greatly diminish. When the pubthis remedy than ever. I suffered
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and
case
s
of the apple crop spraying will lic
for
food, clothing, rent,
from disoredered kidneys, the pended
A FlDlay
recognizes the value of thorough
in my back being so acute at tcrs bill, etc., and every dollar lost protect from 50 per cent to 75 per mastication and the nutritious value of
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
'
floods, fires, drouths, insects, etc.. cent of the fruit, which would other- pure, simple foods, digestive disturbtimes that I had to stop work and sit
V;
address.
be
wise
and this at ances will he far less frequent, resultwormy,
down. The trouble steadily grew adds to the cost of living. Therefore,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
worse and I rarely knew what was to when we consider the question, we a cost of only about 10 cents per tree ing in better nourishment for the
Superintendent.
for
labor and material. Facts of like boilw The nrlnntinn
o
f pnlu mnn-cobe free from an ache or pain of some must take into consideration the cost
could
to
be
in
adduced
import
ruk;s iu n.f(,n,llce to hvgiene will also
regard
kind. Soon after I began using Doan's of everything that mankind uses,
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling, whether it be essential or surper- - many leadin staples but the forego be very beneficial to mankind, all of
ing are sufficient to emphasize the which will
Burrows & Co.'s drug store, my pains fluous.
materially decrease the
and aches disappeared and my back
The cost of food will decrease when money value of intelligent action cost of living.
was as sound and well as ever. Doan's the cost of production decreases. The against, insect enemies, which may
The conclusions reached from the
Kidney Pills have my strongest en- cost of production will decrease when (i 'en represent difference between a fore,0jn ar(,
dorsement."
(1) That there is a preventable
the farmer learns the value of insec- jmiiii uuu n luss in agncuiLuiai upuiat
ions.
50
economic loss of over three billion dol- For sale by all dealers. Price
ticides and hygienic precautions. Rent
It is estimated by authorities that, lars annually.
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, can be reduced by moving into cheapNew York, sole agents for the United er quarters, such as can be obtained the damage caused by flies will
(2) That the health of the nation!
amount
to
over
$20,000,000
annually.
States.
in many of the suburbs.
The cost of
Remember the name Doan's and clothing would be materially reduced Mosquitoes cause a vast amount of gienic precautions are enforced.
Osickness, which increases our living
o) That the preservation of fruit-treeif the fashions did not change so
take no other.
grains, etc., on the farm will in- Doctors' bills can be reduced expenses. The farmers' carelessness
in feeding and housing live stock also crease the production, which will de- waRebound When excellent work can by partaking of simple food, pure
materially adds to the cost of living. crease the cost of production, thereby
masticalie done right at home. Consult the ter, by practicing thorough
1909 report of the chief of the
In
the
reducing the cost to the consumer.
i
tion, proper exercise, and by thoroughXew Mexican Bindery.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
rgo
were
(4) That when the farmer realizes
ly ventilating public places, factories, bureau of animal industry there
or
because
condemned
of disease
the necessity of ventilating stables
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
homes and all places where people
other conditions 141,057 carcasses and and barns and properly feeding his
congregate.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
S99.02S parts of carcasses, making a stock, there will be less condemnation
The enormous loss and damage
total of over a million animals con- - of diseased animals and meat products Payable
Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
caused by floods, fires, drouth, frosts,
on
will
demned;
which
and
the
increase
nearly
production
MASONIC.
insects, etc., add greatly to the cost of 000,000
and all Foreign Countries.
pounds of meat and meat pro- materially lessen the cost of such
which
living. While the elements
ducts which had become unwholesome food.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Montezuma Lodge No cause floods, drouths and frosts are
since inspection at the time of slaugh-- 1
food
When
is
(5)
preservis
properly
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg beyond our control,
carelessness
ed, either by heat, cold, salt, smoke,
ular communications generally the cause of fires and negli- ter were condemned.
salt-petrStatistics show that 10 per cent of borax, boric-acialcohol,
first Monday of eac) gence and ignorance are the cause of
The or by any other method, so as to promontb- - a Masonic ha! much of the loss caused by insects, dairy cows have tuberculosis.
condemnation of tuber- tect, it from deterioration, the conat 7.30 y. m.
government
vermin, etc.
culosis cattle amount to $4,000,000 an- demnation by health authorities of
H. H. DORMAN,
Accordingly to statistics the fire loss
Acting Master. in the United States during the year nually and the department of agricul- meat, fish, fowl, etc., will be greatly
a
ture
further
is
estimates that there
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
.lessened, all of which will prevent to
1909 was $198,250,000 the damage
loss through that disease of $13,000,-00- a great extent the wasteful destruction
caused by floods, drouths and frosts is
every year; do away with tubercu- of food products, thereby increasing
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, comparatvlely
beyond computation. losis and there will be a
Fine- Rigs,
saving of the supply, which will materially lesRegular
jijpfeK3 R. A. M.
The destruction of farm products by
$17,000,000. The above conditions will sen the cost of sustenance.
,' vocation
second Monday of
amounts to millions of dollars not
exist when the farmer realizes the
I K?!J eacl1 montn at Masonic insects
According to the report of
annually.
of hygienic precautions and
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
necessity
..Xo.Drp.. ,g the most cleVPI. mtle
the secretary of agriculture for 1909
nutritious food for his cat- - slvered Coffep strainer evei. invened.
fresh
good
Wmm S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. ' the Mexican
Boll Weevil damaged the
tie, sheep and hogs and when healthy
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary
one ffee from Dr shoop Racine
1909 crop of cotton to the extent of
meats are properly preserved there (et
on pan The Cou.
by
Ground squirrels take a will
$30,000,000.
in
be no condemnation of some.
of
in
j
Santa Fe Commandery No. tell of $10,000,000 from the farm.
and Dr. Shoop's new book on
,)0n
to reports issued by the HeaUh Coffee sen(. to any
According
1, K. T. Regular conclave Prairie
rp.
,a(,y
dogs are very destructive to
.V.
Tjt?'. 1UUXLU
of health of Xew York
tr:
,. no
t.
Monday in each alfalfa, corn and other
v
Rab department
products.
-1909
as
1.802
at
there
City for
month at Masonic Hall
field-mic- e
bits destroy young trees and
7:30 p. m.
RIGHT.
"l '"7- Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or
destroy annually a large amount of 239,092 pounds
C.
of poultry and game
J. A. MASSIE. E.
wm
.g
husband
decare he drink.
grain. These vast losses undoubtedly condemned,
rW. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
making a total of 2,8.9,- real cofleeand yet there is not a
add to the cost of production thereby 000
conPounds of meat products
Don Caspar Avenue
Dr ghoop,s
real cQffee
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 increasing the cost of living.
demned. There were also 8.600.1 ;4
Coffee
ftnd
mal
Uh
pure
297
Farmers' Bulletin
says: "The pounds of fruit and 7,311,7oG pounds '
14th degree. Anciont and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets brown rat is the worst mammal pest of vegetables condemned, making a 'tagte g.ye HeaUh Coffpe Us exquisite
and flavor Xo 2Q to 30 minutes
on the third Monday of each month in the United States. Losses from its grona total or ihi.dos pounus oi
ted,0UB
to
boiljng "Made in a minute."
millions
amount
many
;at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in depredations
iooa conaemneu last, year in me ij
,Try it from your grocer and get a
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza, of dollars annually, to more, indeed, of Xew York.
1
lb. package
"Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- that the loss of all other injurious
As similar conditions exist in all pleasant surprise.
25c. Sold by Frank Andrews.
to
In
combined.
mammals
addition
to
invited
attend.
dially
a conservative figuro
other
its destructive habits, this rat is now would cities,
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
indicate that millions and mil- HUNG OUT FIRST
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
disVenerable Master. known to be an active agent in
lions of doUars' worth of food are
IN CARLSBAD.
SHINGLE
infectious
a
fact
'HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
diseases,
seminating
condemned annually, merely because
which renders measures for its deDenver Colorado.
Secretary.
of
the violation of hygienic laws and
struction doubly important. It is es- C. H. McLenathen is Now the Mayor
deimproper preservation. All such
B. P. O. E.
of Beautiful Town Visit of Edu- struction of food materially adds to
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
cator Much Appreciated.
Animal vs. Vegetable.
the cost of living.
liolds its regular session on the secXew Mexico, May 3.
of
one
Carlsbad,
is
that
It
evident,
is
There
therefore,
not a single kind of animal
ond and iourth Wednesday of eacn
new
The
government has
city
month. Visiting brothers are invited food which we might not replace with the most essential features toward a
H. McLenathen
A M.
C.
with
New
taken
the
cost
is
charge
of
in
reduction
the
living
a vegetable counterpart. In most cases
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
- as mayor,
M. Cook, R. M.
profood
of
George
all
is
proper
is
it
of
matter
which
choice
a
preservation
merely
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
N. M,
Santa
Catron Block
council-afte- r
preferable, the animal or the vegetable. ducts during the process of "growth. Thorn and W. S. Jolley as
Secretary.
Carl
In the matter of cooking fats, however,
the harvests are gathered and men; John Harvey, clerk, and
the vegetable has far the advantage. until
The new board is
for the table of the con- - Gordon, marshal.
prepared
Knights of Pythias.
'
Lard is made from the fat of hogs,
men
of
who have helped
the
sumer.
composed
of
No.
Fe
2, Knights
Santa
Lodge
often impure and unclean, always indialcoholic to make Calsbad. The mayor has been
of
The
consumption
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d gestible. Cottolene comes from the cotTuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. ton fields of the Sunny South. It makes liquors adds greatly to the cost of liv- here since the beginning, having hung
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- - the rate of $3.00 per hundred lbs.
out the first business sign in the town.
food
annual
that can be digested with ease, ing. It is estimated that the
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitSpecial automobiles furnished to ac"
I even
by invalids. Cottolene is recom- - bill of the American public for whisky .The present board was agreed on for "c"f
with
the
M.f
N.
commodate
Roswell,
connecting
,
any number of passengers
noted
.v.. (1mMm
AUGUST REINGARDT C C. I mended by both physicians and health-.jOHfmotln,
Rock
&
to
and
El
make
Paso
Southwestern
connections with any
much
a
as
more
special
cooking
experts
er Carlsbad
K. oTAUFFER, w . R. S.
ful and desirable cooking fat than lard nually. The headth of the nation will
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
Railroads
E.
J.
Clark, territorial superintend- TntioVn Kr Santo TPo Rnilrnnd
improve and the cost of living will be
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torreduced when the public drinks less ent of instruction, and H. R. Patten-Leave Vaughn at 9 a. m.. arrive in rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comalcoholic liquors.
gill for many years state superintend,
municating with Manager of the RosA glance into the garbage cans ent of instruction in Michigan and an
Leave Roswell at 10:30 a. m., arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
which one finds distributed around 'educator of national
spent in
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
Vaughn at 3:30 p. m.
the city of N'ew York reveals the fact two days at Carlsbad and other points
allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
Baggage
that a vast amount of food is thrown j under the project. A large apprecia-awa- each
regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
daily. Such waste of food cer-- tlve audience gathered in the auditor-tainl- y
adds to the cost of living. In a ium of the high school building, where
in the addresses were made by Mr. Clark and
communication
published
Journal of The American Medical As- Mr. Pattengill. County Superintend1900, Dr. ent A. A. Kaiser and members of the
sociation, March 19th,
IIME TABLE ALL
M-WCommercial Club took Mr. Clark and
Charles A. L. Reed says in part
auto
over
LOCAL TRAINS
drive
(1) About 600,000 people die in this Mr. Pattengill for an
country every year from preventable the entire project.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to conThe visit of the superintendent is
causes.
with No. 10 from the south and
nect
as
much
more
of
3,000,000
the
than
(2) Something
appreciated,
people
west, also No. 3 from the east, reare made ill and idle for variable peri-- . Carlsbad project and Eddy county genods every year from the same causes, erally take a great deal of pride in
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conloss
theis
schools
and
economic
the
attention
of
the
That
the
annual
(3)
We allow you a good price
nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
from this source alone amounts to superintendent is therefore regarded to
for same in exchange for any
more than $1,500,000 every year.
passpassengers for No. 2
(be of much importance to the further
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
The foregoing clearly illustrates the development of the school system of
I
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
enormous losses caused by prevent- the county.
l's connection only.
able diseases which could be greatly
in our store.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conremedied by hygienic education. The
The High Cost of Living.
loss caused by Insects and vermin can
Increase the price of many necessi- A SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounReturnand Nos. 4 and 8
,be prevented by insecticides. The ties without improving the quality.
this
enormous loss of matured food pro-- i Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its team, is what we send out from
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
This is a good opportunity to trade that old piano on a
ducts can be greatly lessened by prop- - high standard or excellence and its LIVERY.
desired.
HIGH GRADE NE77 ONE and yoa can pay the balance
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
er methods of preservation. There is great curative qualities without any We send a driver, too, if
a lively
than
more
What
invigorating
Train
leaves for the north at 10:15
ON MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
cost.
when
remvast
which
of
is
in
increase
best
food
the
It
quantity
ja
not properly preserved, deteriorates edy for coughs, cold, crop, whooping spin over the smooth roads on a clear, i. m.
Train arrives from the north at 4
in the consumer's hands, and becomes cough and all ailments of the throat, bright day.
occasion p. ni.
a dangerous substance. It is demon- chest and lungs. The genuine is in a It being Spring makes the
strated by statistics that there were yellow package. Refuse substitutes. more enjoyable.
Take a ride and be happy.
New Mexico Central.
4,235 cases of ptomain poisoning (151 Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
All th-- Latest Sheet Music.
of which were fatal) in the United j
East Side Plaza.
RISING
WILLIAMS
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
States during the year 1909.
If you want anything on earth try
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
When laws are enacted compelling a New Mexican Want Ad.
A CORROBORATION
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of the Southwest
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THE BEAUTY OUT OF DOORS.
New Mexico is essentially an out
of door land. The all pervading sunshine, the mild climate, t!he glorious
scenery, the invigorating air, all com- bine to make life out of doors of peculiar charm whether it be on the
range or in the hills. No wonder that
the Questa Gazette writes as follows
of a short trip from Questa to Taos:
"Did you ever make the trip?
FOR
"No!
"What, never: in your whole life?
OPPORTUNITY
Then you have missed half your life,
for
our
chance
no
left
and
criticising
trip.
j
"Between Questa and Taos lies
miles of
'something near twenty-eigh- t
undulating landscape, and where the
land has 'scaped' tle rocks appear.
1
ccvoTtt io tie ptoues am xmnenaa or ret ta? vai
"One can take their choice in the
Start, 3iVlm U. '
MM, bw 1 J
matter of altitude for the ground is
to discern the Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscrip
j undulating sufficiently
lion Rate of the New Mexican Publl
difference between the high places and
low.
cations, to Receive the Western
Investor's Review.
"The route traverses the rich and
prosperous valley adjacent to Questa
If you want anything on eartl try
and then goes straight up up and
down to the San Crlstoval, and there a New Mexican Want Ad
meanders around alfalfa patches and
cultivation, and ditches and things,
and when through meandering goes up WOODY'S HACK
up and down to the Hondo. Beau-jtifu- l
Hondo: lots of water, and grass,
From
and plum trees in blossom, filling
BARRANCA TO TAOS
ones nostrils with their fragrance,
little lambs playing on the green Meets Both North
South
sward and no notice put up to keep
Bounds Trains.
them off. Then up and the Taos valLeaves
Barranca on the arrival ot
a
like
of
rift
sunshine cast
ley,
through a cloud, fills the vision as far the north bound train and arrives at
as the eye can reach and in the twelve Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
miles through the level stretches,
one realizes he is in a country tfrit is way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
not a delusion and a snare.
"Taos, oh, you Taos; would I had EireijrTMng a.czie to 2talce PiS-eesgCcmfcrtalcle.
stayed there; when I was there, furnisher of my life's partner; and birthTrip
place of my children, and resting place
of my dead. Oh, you Taos!"

W

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing e.'rculatl.) j
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

t

Hon. Frank Edward Guernsey, who
fills Willi distinction the seat formerly occupied in the House of Representatives by Hon. Llewellyn Powers,
though a New Englander, is a friend
-

of New Mexico and of Delegate Andrews. This is probably not so much
because New Mexico is New Mexico,
but because the fight for statehood is
just, and Mr. Guernsey is not backward in lifting his voice for that which
is right and true and proper. Representative Guernsey is a man of character and one of the ablest men in Congress and there is no doubt that his
Maine district will send him back to
Congress with an increased majority.
He is a member of the house committee on territories and has always favored every reasonable demand that the
Territory or its people have made.
Says the Bangor Daily News:
"One of the most convincing addresses that has been made in Congress this winter in favor of admitting
New Mexico and Arizona to statehood,
was delivered in the House on January
17, by Representative Guernsey of the
Fourth Maine district. Replying to
Representative Gillett of Massachusetts, Mr. Guernsey quoted from Daniel Webster's speech in the Senate in
3S4S,and showed that Gillet's argument
was along the same lines as that, followed by Webster against admitting
California. Mr. Wester, it seems, was
in grave fear that the letting in of
states, with alien ways and
would enlarge the United
States Senate's membership beyond
reasonable bounds and encumber the
upper body with crude raw material
unthat was from its very make-ufitted to deal with high national problems. Texas was already a state, having been admitted with a condition
that later on, the nation might find it
advisable to divide the vast area of
Texas up into five sovereign states,
every one of which would be entitled
to two senators. With the provisional
menace of ten new senators from Texas and two new ones from California,
Mr. Webster almost shuddered when
to
he contemplated the degradation,
which the august Senate was coming,
if the existing custom was continued.
"Webster saw no new strength in
increase of numbers .On the contrary,
Mie saw a lowering of high standards
corruption of speech and morals
backsliding into the
which he believed prevailed in California and New Mexico. It was well
enough to secure control of a few good
seaports on the Pacific coast, because
New Bedford whalers were busy on the
Pacific ocean collecting sperm oil for
the enrichment of New England merchants. Outside of material profits for
Boston, Mr. Webster viewed the en-tire country west of the Rocky moun-- j
tains with marked disfavor.
"In short and meaty paragraphs Mr.
Guernsey detailed the size, wealth and
rate of progress, which New Mexico
and
have displayed,
and Arizona
proved that in population, either ter-- '
ritory was fitted for statehood. Instead of being sand barrens inhabited
by roving and lawless bands of Mexicans, both territories were cut across
with trunk railroads; they had many
banks, an abundance of common, normal and scientific schools as well as
colleges and universities; the value of
public buildings and hospitals was
most surprising to us eastern people.
Each territory had millions of acres
Bet aside for a public forest domain.
A quarter of a million acres in New
Mexico were about to come under irrigation. Considerably more than 90
per cent of the poppulation in each
territory was of pure Caucasian stock,
per cent of the population in each
As the territorial mines were opened
up, they were found to be surpassingly rich in gold, silver, copper, iron,
zinc and lead. Much of the wool produced in this country was brought
from that section. Dairymen in central
New York state were feeding their
dairy cows upon baled alfalfa grown
In New Mexico. Oranges, lemons,
prunes and other fruits were shipped
east by the trainload from the very
deserts of sand that Webster had despised with his fine New England
scorn.
"In conclusion Mr. Guernsey makes
use of an argument, which :s very
pertinent at this time, but which few
famous men who are no more than politicians, care to advance, which is that
he Republican party should make
good the pledges adopted in its naticn-a- l
platforms. With easy and convincing logic he informs the House that
both of the big parties in their
forms for 1908 affirmed their desire to
p

1

1

'iave New Mexico and Arizona admitted as states. He quotes from President Roosevelt and again from President Taft to show how the visible
heads of the Republican party had fa
vored the pending statehood bills, and
brings forward an array of facts that
no one can refute.
"Right here lies the compelling feature in the Guernsey argument: No
party in convention or caucus should
adopt any article of faith it does not
believe, or declare itself in favor of
any action or measure it does not propose to carry out. The time has come
when four-flusparty platforms should
be eliminated from conventions, exactacts should be expurly as four-flusgated from the statutes. It should be
the chief design of all legislation for
purifying the ballot to compel the
makers of platforms to live up to the
promises they have made to the voters. When any party openly an-- :
nounces its intentions and hopes to
impose a higher or a lower rate of
taxation upon any class of property,
the members of that party should
work as a unit to have the pledge fulfilled to the letter, and never cease
from working until every agreement is
kept in full. Both of the big parties
are morally bound to admit New Mex-ic- a
and Arizona as free and sovereign
states at this session of Congress. It
does not matter so much whether the
two new states are Democratic or Republican, Mormon or Gentile, Greaser
or Indian. It does concern the nation
very much that the dominant Republican party in this nation fulfills the
pledges it made to the country in the
national platform of 1908. Mr. Guernsey displays true, statesmanship in
pointing out the vital point in the argument, and laying heavy stress upon
the duty of all parties to fulfill their
moral obligations, which should be as
binding among parties, as promissory
notes are among individuals."
h

h

the newspapers
dispatches from
Washington reporting that Mr.
"has introduced a bill" in Congress
Every reader of

must:

seen

have

providing some amazing change in
the law. For example, it would not
be surprising to learn that some member has proposed a law that every
railroad company doing interstate
business shall provide a shower-batin every car.
No one should be in the least disturbed by the intelligence that a bill
has been introduced in Congress, no
matter how reasonable or how absurd its provisions may be. In the
bouse of representatives the members
merely drop their bills in a box; the
bills are referred to some committee; and that is usually the end of
them.
The present Congress has already
thousand bills on
nearly thirty-threthe calendars of the two houses. Leaving out of the account some hundreds
of pension bills, almost none of the
rest can be passed unless there is
unanimous consent to consider them.
Of course there are many members
who are always ready to object to the
consideration of any "fool" bill.
Inasmuch as a senator or member
can introduce any number of bills on
any and every subject, and since some
congressmen are willing to present
"by request" bills sent to them by any
"cranky" constituent, the fact that a
bill has been introduced does not sug
gest that it will be passed, any more
than the gathering of a summer cloud
implies that the earth is to be destroyed by another deluge.
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The delay in the appointment and
the confirmation of the judges to fill
the vacancies on the New Mexico su-
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OF SAHTA FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Rftexieo. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

general banking business in all Its branches,
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
i!
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
d stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
5 domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
5 of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line.
?. and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respects,
q as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- q
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
p public is respecfully solicited.
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THE

PALACE HOTEL

$5.00

IMPEHIAL LAUNDRY

preme bench, has caused much inconvenience if not expense and miscarriage of justice in New Mexico the Basket leaves
Monday Tuesday
past few months. Terms of court have
had to be curtailed or not held at all Returns Thursday and Friday.
because of lack of judges to sit at AGENCY at O.K. Barber Shop
the time. A case of that kind will occur again next Monday when court Mrs. F O. BROWN A?ent
Phone No. 23 Red
is supposed to convene at Las Vegas.
Says the Optic:
"Who will preside at the session of
the Vnited States court which is
scheduled to besin Monday in the San
Miguel county court house? This is
the question the clerks at the court
SHOP
house are asking each other and are
hoping to be able to answer before'
For i3 years .he only
the middle of this week. Judge John
class tonsorial parlor
first
R. McFie, of Santa Fe, who has been
so faithful in presiding in this district
in Santa Fe.
during the absence of the regular
OUR NEW FITCH
judge, is busily engaged at a ses-- !
TREATMENT
sion of the district court in Taos
'
county, which began today. It probab- s guaranteed to cure, (not only
ly will be impossible for him to come. relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
An effort to secure a judge at once other scalp irritations. We also
lis being made. The unsettled state
carry a corr.plete line of all the
which the judicial affairs of the popular hair and facial tonics.
Fourth district has been thrown by
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
the delay in the assignment of a
BATHS BATHS BATHS
judge, has caused a great deal of work
and worrv for the clerks and the bar."

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in the
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

For Best Laundry Work

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER

j
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PALEN, President,
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Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

fflfT

West

WASHINGTON AVENUE

-

0Sp?Tvn

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

J

kitM

LACOME
letor

Commodious

Sample FJcsm

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Light pd. Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON VI!

THE REST.

DO

Agents HUB BS LAUNDRY

There are certain circumstances under which the publishing of a news- Phone us,onwewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry
Mondays and Tuesdays
paper in New Mexico, if not profitable and
deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
is at least not a financial loss. Such
All work is guaranteed; your
a fortunate condition is apparent at
socks are mended and buttons
Cuervo, Guadalupe county, as the folsewed on you shirts, without
lowing from the Clipper sets forth:
extra charge.
"On Wednesday we sold the plant, PHONE RED 122.
PHONE RED 122.
name, business and good will of the
Cuervo Clipper to J. R. Thomas of Los
Tanos, who will conduct the same in
the future at the same place and along
the line of the past.
"A. W. Brantley who has so ably edited the Clipper for the past few
months will continue in that capacity.
"Mr. Thomas has three daughters,
fill printers, hence, will do the mechanical work and Mr. Thomas will give
it a portion of his time, having a splendid farm that demands his personal at5
tention,
"Mr. Thomas is an experienced
newspaper man and will no doubt give
his readers a good paper and we trust
the patrons will give him their liberal
BUH'ort. He will take charge May 15,

e

A second bank has been organized

!at Naravisa, an indication that the
second largest town of Quay county is
f
The latest advices show that
still growing. But it is no wonder.
the fruit crop on the western Naravisa has been holding an annual
slope in Colorado was killed by late fair and in the Naravisa New Mexican
frosts. Nevertheless, the crop this the growing and enterprising little city
year will amount to two thousand or has one of the best weekly newspapers
more car loads. A recent agricultural in the southwest. With hustlers like
bulletin gives the result of experi- Willard Belknap to keep things a
ments made to determine to what demoving, Naravisa has attained a pergree the temperature may fall before manent position on the map.
it kills the blossoms. The result was

Hoi

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
Our Increasing patronage Is the
wait.
best proof that we merit

Serving

yours.

HERREKA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKProprietor

KATES

o.

&f

1

GROCERS

'I here

l!i 0."

j

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are

prices are lowest

for sale quality"

One Resolution to Make

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

AIJj MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first classservlce.
Corner of Water St.
and Don Caspar Ave.

WM- -

GREGG Pp- -

j

one-hal-

as follows:
Apples, showing pink, 20
Apples, in full bloom, 26
Pears, showing pink, 20
Pears, in full bloom, 27
Peaches, pink, 23 above
Peaches, full bloom, 27

j

On the face of it, the proposition to
zero.
zero. unite the farmers and laboring men
zero. into one political party, seems to be a
zero. dangerous one, but in practical politics it will never come about. There
zero. is as much difference of opinion
among laboring men and farmers as
The full endorsement of the Taft there is among any other men of
administration by President Roosevelt equal numbers. Intelligence is too genwould be a much more statesmanlike eral to permit either farmers or laborthing than opposition because Taft ing men or both to be corralled into
has found it necessary to do without one fold by any agitator.
the services of some of the Roosevelt
The Belen Townsite Company has
Roosevelt is
adherents.
just wise and big enough to turn in planted a thousand elm trees on its
for the
of President Taft at lots. It is the easiest and cheapest
the proper time and thus dash to the way to improve poperty anywhere.
ground the hopes of those insurgents Vacant lota in Santa Fe would double
who had hoped that he would be so in value if they were planted In trees
small as to be led into actively op- or even cultivated each year as they
would be In a progressive community.
posing the President.
above
above
above
above
zero.
above

What other 1910Resolu
tion youmay make
Resolve

now

that

trade at KAUNE

&

you will
CO.

the

coming year. It Is a resolu-tlo- n
In your own Interest, for
means
It
the best possible

table supplies at lowest

HERE IS

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE
NAVAJO, CHIMAYO BLANKETS,
INDIAN BASKEiS MOQCJE POTTRRY

pos-

sible prices.

Don't
Fail
Think It over Isn't KAUNE
4 Oo, the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.

H.S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

to
Call
and

Inspect

PHONE 26

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Flacques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many-othe-

r

articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301.303

3BWBB

VERY

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N,M.
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PERSONAL MENTION
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THEN
AND "YOU
RUT MONElf IN THE BANK

HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

R. Vernon, representing Collier's
Weekly and who is from Denver is at
Gregg's.
W. V. Broughton, a tourist from Al-- i
buquerque, is at ihe Palace.
Attorney A. B. Renehan was at El
Paso yesterday on legal business.

;

V.

Tu!l all of Chicago, are at Gregg's

11

uimiu

a

onr Home

Eeascn.

UUJLI
J

m

Robert C. Saylo, a stockraiser of j
Lamy, southern Santa Fe county, is i
in town.
13. Romero and Victor Romero, and
j
B. Alarirt, all of Ortiz, Colo., are at the
Coronado hotel.
Elias Clarke, the Plaza del Alcalde,
j
Rio Arriva county, merchant, is a
Santa Fe visitor.
j
H. A. Comer of the New Mexico
Central railroad made a trip to Albu- querque yesterday,
R. S. Herbert, the well known meat
salesman from Las Vegas, is calling

j

Y

THE season forpainting and decorating is at hand
and what you wantisGOOD, RELIABLE, pure and"

!

r.

lasting peints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUN-

i
i

I

YOV Ml&KT NEED

j

ST'Ha

SHINE" inside finishes,

jon the trade here.
Misses Julia and Katie Goggin of
i.Junction
City, Kansas are sightseers
. .
r.1 ..
,
lilt? VliUIt?
J
HUltfi.
jilt
SAVE PART of the money you make and put it in the bank. Put just
Stanley D. Pearce, an attorney of
five dollars a week in our bank and in twenty-fivyears this sum and ISt. Louis, is at the Palace. He is
the interest on it will be a SNUG FORTUNE.
there on legal business.
1.

:

1

When youpaintycu want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Our paints are made from the BEST white

...1

j

e

lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination that lasts

;

Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

O

C-

-

WATSON

&

CO.

TRUST

COMPANY

&

(Established 1882)

EE AL ESTATE
Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque
Valley's absolutely sure.
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
$700.00 and up, which should attract the
most particular buyers.

IHE

St.

For full particulars call or
Red Ho. 189
address the above company Phone.

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

mjifo- -

FOR THE HOUSE

FINE LINE OP Carpets andRags

kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
iT!!
GRE
are
They
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest you.

AU

go-car-

Ornamental

M. A. Otero has returned from Las Vegas. He reports the
Meadow City as being unusually
quiet.
Mr. and Mrs. Lute Ridel of Antoni-to- ,
Colo., were at the Claire hotel yesterday. Mrs. Ridel left last night for
California.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, president
of the Xew Mexico Bar Association,
and whose home is in Las Vegas, is
at the Palace hotel.
X. R. Harris of Pittsburg, Pa., who
is making a tour of the west, spent the!
day in Santa Fe and was shown the
sights by Milo Hill.
John Pflueger of Lamy is at the
Claire. He succeeds Charles Haspe!-matin the shoe business here. He
is accompanied by Mrs. Pflueger.
Mounted Policeman and Mrs. Page
B. Otero have returned from Albuquerque, where Mr. Otero had been
ill with pneumonia for the past two
weeks.
Jack Safford will leave tomorrow
morning for Annapolis to take the examination for midshipman for which
he was designated recently by Delegate Andrews.
"J. L. Zimmerman, the civil engineer
left last night, for an extended visit
to Los Angeles, where his family has
been spending the winter months."'
Las Vegas Optic.
V.
Special Census Agent George
Newton left this forenoon for Tres
Piedras and Taos whence he will soon
go to Raton and other Colfax county
and
points to gather manufacturing
mining statistics.
"Mrs. James V Raynolds, widow of
the late Wallace Raynolds, who removed here recently from Santa Fe
contemplates leaving in the near future for Omaha, Xeb., for an extend
ed visit. She will be accompanied by
the Raynolds children." Las Vegas
Optic.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mount
ed Police has returned from an offi
cial trip that included Roswell, Texi- co and Clovis.
He found the lower
Pecos valley rather quiet. He says
that every vote was gotten out for
the Curry county seat fight and the
total of 2.300 cast indicates that the
county does not have near the population that has been claimed for it.
He also thinks that the population returns for other parts of eastern Xew
Mexico and the lower Pecos valley
will be much less than had been estimated.
Charles Haspelmath accompanied
by his niece, left this afternoon for
Hoboken, ,X. J., where he will embark for Germany where Mr. Haspelmath expects to spend the remainder
of his days. As stated in a card
printed elsewhere in the Xew Mexi
can Mr. Haspelmath regretted his in
ability to tell all of his friends and
but said that
acquaintances good-by- e
they know they have his best wishes
for their continued success in Santa
Fe where he spent so many years in
business and always with the friend-
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Doors.

WEEP

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.

STRIPLING-BURROW- S

Charles W. Dudrow

BLANKS

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet
4

2

Mining Deed. 2 sheet.
Mining Lease. 2 sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
AfPower of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Affidavit,
sheet.
Xotice of Right to Water,
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
'
Notice, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals searing Vensheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
sheet.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'-Recordsheet.
Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
Bond of Appearance,
(District
sheet.
Court),
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Summons, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and De1-- 2

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
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Non-Miner-
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1-- 2

sheet.
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YOU KNOW WHO THE5E LITTLE GKLS
ARE? YOU CAN ALWAYS TELL THEM bY
THEIR CLOTHED.
we have :new LINE LINEN AND GINGHAM

A6E

DRE.S.5E.S

WA-5-

6 TO

16-65-

C,

UP

LINEN 5UIT.S AGE 12 To 16 FROM

4

1-- 2

SS',I8 ClIiTU

DO

1-- 2

TO

$6.00. THEE

GOOD.S OR PRICE--

$4.50
CAN-

NOT BE DUPLICATED ANYWHERE.

1-- 2

-

sheet.
Replevin Writ,

tainer,

1-- 4

sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Replevin
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

1-- 4

1-- 4

Warrant,

4

14

REPUTATION bUILDER--

sheet.

1-- 4

Commitment,

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location
sheet.
Certificate,
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining

Property,

iw

2

Mcx.

1-- 2

BY

TEU-Yo- u

cp.
Society good raiment is
ACooD REcoMmENDATion.
CO WANT To BE WELL
DCN1

cz-othe-

2

n

4

CAN

Xon-Miner-

Printed and foi sale by New Mexi-eaPrinting Company, Santa Fe, N.
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RE SOLVED

THAT Yov cam Teul People
THEY
BYTHE1R CtOTHES

1--

'

1-- 2

FOR SALE
ONLY AT

CO,

Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.

Where your dollar buys the most.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

& SUPPLY

SANTA FE HARDWARE

WE POINT PROUDLY
are made to perfection from our
wood
is
the
because
Lumber)
to the fact that we handle only a line
perfect in every particular aDd of drugs and remedies known to be
free from every imperfection of pure and efficacious; and that our
knots, cracks and warpings. experience enables us to give the best
Every foot of it is thoroughly satisfaction to our patrons. Everyseasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon thing that ought to be in a first class
by carpentsrs and builders, and drug store you will find here, at
archi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
mention our Lumber in their
spacifications.
& Company.
liest relations.
,

WE GUARANTEE THEM.

t or years!

h

INSURANCE
119 San Francisco

Ms

"Pit a Litoe

hotel.

I

PAGE FIVE.
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Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
sheet.

sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Bond, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Writ,
Summons as Garnishee,
1-- 4

4

1-- 4

Execution, 4 sheet.
Summons, 4 sheet.
4
sheet.
Subpoena,
sheet.
J. P. Complaint,
Capias Complaint, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Search Warrant,
School Blanks.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,

CLARENDON
GARDEN

1-1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

2

K, V. BOYIiR Mti--

,

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CL&REBDON PODLTRY YARDS

ARK SELLING OUT!

FRESH LAI I) EGOS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyaridottes. Ohlekena
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only, Mo chance of Tuherculosls pterins nor l'tomnlne poisoning.
KGGS FOR HATCHING.

2

mm

PAY

24 Hour Electric

On and After March 1st.

N MS HIT

WW tp

ervice

-

and

This space next week for Electric Irons
fc
those1 dht tpi ftCvS and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
Santa Fe Water and Light Company
ESSE

i
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the savage Geronimo, and their, descendants, let him take them to Texas,
where there is so much unoccupied
l:;nd. We want all the land in New
Mexico for our own honest neighbors
and the emigrants who are flocking
irto the territory to Duua up me
Sunshine State of Xew Mexico.
While iu Arizona I saw that Delegate Cameron had entered his solemn
protest against Stephens' infamous

St, Louis Rocky
n

Pid ciic

A LINIMENT

Company.

Haiiwaj

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
(.Hfiiil

it rtiVrt March 1st 1910
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Baby's coming will e a time of rejoicing, and not of apprehension and fear, if Mother's Friend is used by the
mother in preparation of the event. This is not a medi- cine to be taken internally, but a liniment to be applied to the
Moth-- j
body, to assist nature in the necessary physical changes of the system.
er's Friend is composed of oils and medicines which prepare the muscles and
tendons for the unusual strain, render the ligaments supple and elastic, aids in
the expanding of the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the membranes
and tissues. It lessens tne pain and danger at the crisis, and assures future
health to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book, containing valuable information for expectant Mothers.
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FOR EXTERNAL USE.
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fHE FORUM.

ASK FOR TICKETS
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AH

tili?
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new Aiurln;,!
conven
lirst - Al oat yrli,e.
ient. It clean&t'B
UMiantly.,

Ass TOnr drnsriristfor
If he cannot imipiy the
accept no
MARVEL,
other, tint Bond stamp for
llliistratpd lKMlk sealed. Tt friVM
full particulars and direciinua In.
variable to ladies. M VISVKI,

1K.

44Ka !t8dhtreet. M,V
Deleproposition and no doubt, our
and not the work of agitators. Those
gate Andrews, has done so, before who waited on him seem
to have been
quesnow. As this is a
the
classed
as
mayor
by
belonging
tion in which Republicans and Demo to this
and hence the frigid
category
j
trust
I
every
can
unite heartily
crats
It is believed though
atmosphere.
newspaper in both territory s will lose that Bryan tjauagnan will recognize
that
know
in
no time
letting Congress
that there must be leadership even
the people are strongly and unitedly in commission government
and that
opposed to this insult and intended in- he will come to see things in a new
jury to them.
light.
Truly your friend,
A. L. MORRISOX.
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
GOATS IN NEW MEXICO.
tonic and restorative and a
(From Xew York Sun.)
of all urinary irregularities.
To the Editor of The Sun Sir: The Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
letter from "E. C. B." in The Sun of
& Co.
April 11 suggesting that the govern
ment foster goat raising in the soutn-wes- t
If you are In need of anything, try
was a good joke, whether or not a Xew Mexican WTant Ad.
it was so intended. Had the writer
of that letter visited this section in
recent
vears he would know that the
.
-- :,.:
;
Taotlv
overdone. We have plenty of goats.
Send no more unless you want to see
some more high and fancy soaring of
beef prices.
and return
Ranges on which thousands of cattle formerly grazed are now the feeding ground for goats. How many
square miles are used for this purpose
in Xew Mexico I do not know, but the
VIA SANTA FE
total must be enormous.
Hundreds of carloads of young
goats are shipped annually to the eastern markets destined to appear later
as prime lamb or mutton or perhaps
Limit 60 Days
be served in a restaurant as venison.
Doubtless "E. C. B." has ofter eaten
'goat met and enjoyed it, as we do, For particulars, See Santa Fe
with this difference; we know it is
Agents
goat.
A. X. GORA,
Silver City, X ,M.
n

THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.
i

JBiiifcn-Bie'lau-

MARVELVVhirli tig Spray
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be used and it would furnish commodious quarters.
.
;"a 50
roolfax
tio lo
Substitute German.
f 9 42
....
.
Tti
6 08
('errososo...
"As
our
Cimarron .... .I.vi 9 25
82
high school course is strongAr
6 35
moo
Palace.
8 55
Ar
82
Lv
Cimarron
er in Latin and mathematics than is
"W.
Wi
I"7 OH
Sash
W.
"47
St.
Ixmis;
Stanley D.
a
f8 37
Hnrltm
88
17 18
, really required for entrance to any of
94
Boughton, Albuquerque; Ixmis Laugh-jran- our western colleges and universities
Ar
7 35
I'te I'ark, N. M..1.V 8 20
Philadelphia; Charles A. Spiess, I have come to the conclusion that it
Las
M.
6:15
Vegas; Lute Ridel, Antonito; would be a good idea to shorten these
at
p. m.
Connects with K. P. S. W. Ky, train No.124 arriving In Dawson, N,
N, M. at 9:55a. in.
S. Herbert, Las Vegas.
iOonnects with K. P. AS, W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Dawson
R.
two courses one year each and substi
SStatfe for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston T. M.
Claire.
mid depart from De Moines as follow:
arrive
trains
Pass,
nirer
tute German two years which is re- i',is. NORTH BOUND:
SOl'TH ROUND
Katie
Junc
Goggin,
Julia
Goggin,
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
No. 1 4.48 a. m,
.
No, 2. 11.11 p. m.
tion City, Kan.: Lute Ridel and fam- era Colleges ailU Ullivcisilira.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
iu iu- S. V. By. at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
Track connection with A. T.
ily, Antonito, Colo.; Robert C. Sayle, troduce the work suggested would, of
Des Moines K. P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M . which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
Lamy; M. Beoniste, Pall Mall, X. Y.; course, require one extra teacher, but
and Red Lakes, N. M.
John Pflueger, Lamy.
N.
M.
Aurora.
Sei'o,
as at present we have two teachers
in
Arroyo
Ute Park. N. M. is depot fortiie following stations
Raldy Black Lakes, Oerro, Klizabethtown. Lo!k, Questa, Ranchos do Tuos, Red
Gregg's.
more
than we had two years ago, that
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twininn.
I. Robert should be no obstacle in the way.
T. F. Kaveney, Denver;
Daily. fFlag, tDaily except Sunday
V. M. Moreover at
Steel, H. M. Beck, Chicago;
present our tax levy for
F. M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
A. L. LeMuster,
is some four mills
school
"Wichita;
purposes
jFeely,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
W. W. lower than that of the other leading
Alcalde;
E.
Clark,
N.
M.
Raton,
Raton, N.
Raton, N. M.
iTull, Chicago; W. R. Vernon, Denver; cities of Xew Mexico. I have not
lJolm Pluescr and Mrs.
Pflueger, heard any one in Santa Fe object lo
our school levy as being too high."
Lamy.
Coronado.
n Manuel R. Salazar, Xambe; B. A.
1
Romero, Victor Romero, B. Alarid,
Ortiz, Colo.; Cosme Herrerra,
NOT WANTED IN NEW MEXICO.
y
Mr. Editor: I have seldom seen
For More than Three Decades.
such
outrageous propositions as that
Folev's Honev and Tar has been a of
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Stephens of Texas,
Congressman
household favorite for all ailments of
to
the sum of $50,-00appropriate
Douglas, and all Points in New
the throat, chest and lungs. For in-- !
to be used in bringing the surfants and children it is best and safest vivors of the fieldish Apaches, back
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
as it contains no opiates and no harm- to the scenes of their recent murder-ou- r
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Commander Julius A. Pratt Post No.
ful drugs. Xone genuine but Foley's
raids in Xew Mexico and Arizona.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
143, Dept. III., G. A. R.
Honey and Tar in the yellow package. The events of yesterday are no freshMr. Isaac Cook, Commander of the
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s er in
&
my mind than those
above Post, Kewanee, 111., writes:
& Co.
assassinations.
"For a long time I was bothered with
Permit me to present to your read- backache and pains across my kidPROFESSOR WOOD MAKES
of neys. About two months ago I start
recollections
MANY RECOMMENDATIONS. ers a few personal
those days of murder and nights of ed taking Foley Kidney Pills and soon
Soon after my arrivel in Santa saw they were doing just as claimed. I
In Monthly Report Urges Medical In- terror
t
e,
Manual
my
Schools
of
and
boys and 1 tnougnt or engag- kept on taking them and now I am
spection
-'
look1
ing in the cattle business, and in
free from backache, and the painful
Training Classes.
For Rates and full information address
Professor J. A. Wood, superintend- ing for a suitable location we visited bladder misery is all gone. I like Fo-o- n
old army friend, Captain W. E. O. ley Kidney Pills so well that I have
ent of the city schools, read an inthe
of
at
the
meeting
Doughterty who was then in command tol(1 many o my friellds and comrades
teresting report
board of education last night.
at Camp Apache, in Arizona, and there about them and shall recommend
A.
The following are striking points for the first time we saw an Indian them at every
opportunity.'' Sold by
El Paso Texas.
brought out in the report:
reservation. One morning we strolled Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
"Both teachers and pupils of the up among the Apache wigwams. The
schools have been very faithful to squaws, young and old, were busily enMINES AND MINING
rcCfSZSSSBESaEHBSB
their duties, especially during the gaged in doing all the drudgery of the
past month, as recent examinations camp, while the big lazy braves (?)
Railroad to the Burros That at
have proved.
were amusing themselves at various
JM8MM!!!i.UIJMlBll!
five miles of railroad grade is
least
"The total enrollment of pupils this.
games it being beneath the dignity
year is 468 with the average daily en- of a brave to stoop to manual labor. already built between Whitewater, N
M., and the rich mines in the Burro
rollment of 322 and the average daily In
talking over conditions among the mountains of New Mexico, is the decattendance is 303.8 while for the same
with our friends, the captain, laration of E. A.
month as last year it was 292.6. The nomads,
Wayne, one of the
he said that every Indian, who so defor
best known mining men in the southApril
per cent of daily attendance
had work to do, cutting grass, west. Mr. Wayne is the man who
of this year has been 94.3 as com- sired,
making
hay and stacking it the gov- formed the Savanna Company and
num1909.
93.5
The
to
of
April
pared
ernment
paid them regularly for their later consolidated the Chance and the
ber of pupils neither absent nor tardy
for tttie month was 142 as compared work they appeared to be perfectly Top mines in the Mogollons, also near
with 115 in the same month last year. satisfied, and he was certain that the Silver City. The Savanna is in the
Indian pproblem was finally solved. Burro district to which the railroad
"I suggest that the board
As
the captain had hunted extensive- is now building. The completion of
very soon the teachers whose services
WAY
have been satisfactory during the past ly over the country, his advice was this line of road from Whitewater,
year and I suggest that this be done sought as to a good location, on which which is on the Santa Fe's Silver City
without tlheir making any application. to engage in our projected business, brantih line, is all that the Burro disof salaries may and he spoke very highly of the land trict needs to make it one of the richSome
OF
be found necessary for the best inter- in and around the Big and Little Blue est copper producers in the southwest,
ests cf the school.
rivers. On leaving our friend, the not alone copper, but zinc, iron and
Physical Culture.
captian, we visited the mountains near silver, too. Mr. Wayne says this and
"By the consent of the board at its Springerville, Ariz., and there we came other mining men are of the same
01
Hast meeting I introduced physcfc.1 to a fine country, on which I determin- opinion and have been for years. The
culture in a'.l the grades below the ed to locate, but the boys were so Phelps-Dodg- e
Company is heavily ineighth without any extra expense. facinated with the captain's descrip- terested In the district, wlhich. is one
Miss McGibbon wlho has enjoyed the tion of the "Blue," that,
they tried of the guarantees of its richness, for
advantages of a thorough training in their best to persuade me to go over this company has never made any inFE,
physical culture methods, has made there. At last, I said, "Now boys, I vestments in poor propositions.
TO
an excellent beginning laying the am
putting up the money to begin this
foundation for greater success next
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATION.
and if you don't agree to
enterprise
The undersigned were appointed by
year. I would be greatly pleased if locate here it is all off." After much
the board would appoint a committee further
the probate court in and for the counargument, they very reluctantto inspect the school and see among
ty of Santa Fe, on tihe second day of
other things the class in physical cul- ly obeyed my wishes. This was in May, 1910, administrators of the es1884. According to a reture conducted by Miss McGibbon. To November,
tate of Pedro A. Romero, deceased,
cent
of New Mexico: "A and as such administrators
History
tlhis
concontinue
work which is so
hereby no-SELLING DATES
ducive to the pupils' health, an ex- party of Indians under Geronimo, num- - tifv nil nnrtifie wTin mflv hf)va rlnlms
penditure of $10 a month will be nec- bering 134, according to military au- - against the estate to present them to
essary and I might say that I feel thonties, left the San Carlos reserva- us Within the time required by law.
sure that this sum could not be spent tion May 18, 1885, and came within All persons indebted to said estate
inree mnes of Silver City, killing 26 are requested to settle their indebtedto greater advantage.
white persons on the raid." I have ness forthwith otherwise or suit will
Medical Inspection.
"As a sound mind in a sound body the names before me but will not take be brouglht against them.
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
is one of earth's greatest blessings I up your valuable space with giving
BENIGNA GARCIA DE ROMERO,
desire to urgently recommend that them. Suffice it to say, that five of
EPIGMENIO ROMERO,
some system of medical inspection of the victims were killed on the "Blue,"
Santa Fe, N. M May 2, 1910.
the schools be held and proper in- the very country which my boys were
BENJAMIN M. READ,
NEff MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN struction in ttiygiene given. A cam- so anxious to locate on, and in all
Atty. for the Estate.
paign against tuberculosis and other probability they would
have been
RETURNING
dreaded maladies to which the flesh among the other victims. Thank God,
Leaving Santa Fe 8,45 a. in.
Foley Kidney Pills contain in con
a. m.
Leaving Kl Paso 8.009.45
Arriving El Paso 10.40 p. iu.
is heir now is being waged the world they were
horrible
that
form ingredients of estab-- I
centrated
m.
Fe
spared
doom,
Santa
p.
Arriving
over and especially in our public and
add that from 1878 to 1885, lished therapeutic value for the relief
may
El
Los
Paso
for
Close connections at
Angeles, Calif., and
has nearly a hundred men, women and and cure of all
Albuquerque
private schools.
kidney and bladder
on
and
the
New
Mexico
'benefits
school
Arizona
medical
of
Southern
ia
Southern
enjoyed
&
were butchered in cold blood ments. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
points
inspection and hygiene classes for the by these same Apaches fiends, and Co,
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
past two years and witih most gratify-- j there is hardly a Spanish
family in
ing results. Other cities of New New Mexico who cannot count
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
GOVERNrela- COMMISSION
Mexico
are
Why tives among the victims of
falling into line.
T
J Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
MENT PROPOSITION,
Indian
rp
at Kansas Olty 5.50 p. m. next day
should Santa Fe be the last to take butchers.
I ffllfl
( 4. Arrive
m
i uiu mu.
And these are the cowardly
San Antonio, Texas, May 3. A. great
Arrive at Chicago 80 a.m. 2nd day
action?
chill
Mr.
that
villians,
anxso
is
spread over the city hall whileStephens
Rock Island trains carry Standard
Manual Train'ng.
E. P. & S. W.
ious
a
to
committee
us
inflict
on
from the commission govagain.
"For several years past I have been
Pallmia and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
waited on Mayor Bry-ernment
league
I
I
that
voice the sentiments
know,
agitating the subject of manual traine
or
an
J. P. LYNG,
Callasnan
ing for the grades in the schools. So of the good people of New Mexico,
111
11116 1113
&
utJC'tt"""
,
I
when
In-!City Freight
Passenger Agent. much has been said and written along
this brutal
The
commission
of
a
government
peopfe.
this line and so much has been ac- suit to our
IfA. Mr. Stephens ,lng
of mono- matter
was
conversation
a
I
detis hankering to bring the survivors of l,v1ahlpa
complished with, it and not to the
and Lacon himself could not
A pain prescription is printed upon riment to
any other work of the
more sparing with words
have
'been
each 25c box of Dr. Snoop's Pink Pain schools that it does seem a valuable
than was San Antonio's grand old
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist addition to the curriculum. Let it be
A few
man, the Hon. Callaghan.
if this formula is not complete. Pain mae a wrt of the school work for
days ago he made a statement to the
&
means congestion, blood pressure, the boys .with domestic science for
effect that the citizens would have bis
Head pains, womanly pains, pains any- - the girls. As regard the question of
support 4f they wanted commission
No
where get instant relief from a Pink expense. This may be little or great
145 Red
Telephone
government, adding, however, that the
Pain Tablet. Sold by Stripling-Bur- building with a little repairing could
movement would have to be general
&
rows
Co.
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
for the first year but the old school
510
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SHIP YOUE FREIGHT

prompt-correctiv-

SALT LAKE
CITY

$30.00

May, 28, 29, 30th

j

to-wi- t,

J

0

Southwestern System

El Paso

The Best Route

'

BIS

BALTIMORE,

jg

cold-bloode- d

East or West

MD

and Return

$69.30

VIA SANTA FE
DATES OF SALE

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P.

May 6. 7. 8, & 9th.
Return Limit

June 1st.
TAKE THE SANTA FE

THE

Oil

DENVER & RIO GRANDE R. R

J

May 2, 3,8, 9 & 10
Return Limit

May 31st 1910
SANTA FE AGENTS

NEW MEXICO

Columbia,

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

Match 1st. to April t5th

Summer Excursion Rates
'

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

VIA

$45.20
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PAGE EIGHT.
SENA AT THE HEAD.
One of the largest and most modern EVENTS AT THE
NATIONAL CAPITAL.
farms here has been equipped with a
(Continues from Page One.)
large baler.
(Continued From Pago two.)
There are over four thousand acres
(Continued From Page One.)
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that when such consent has been once which he will be required to pass and
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with the department is a barroom license $1,000, and for
fight was opened this morning at respondence to the utmost. This will retail liquor store license, $500 per tax levy to meet school expenses for
Fischer's drug store. The pictures of encouraging
annum ; for road liouse with not ex-- i the coming year the same as in the
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impossible route to the county seat
a radius of two miles of cil for approval.
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Election of Teachers,
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matter
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It's the old story. There wasn't to be in glass bottles of not less than wish them all good luck and Europe.
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sunshine
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sonal and professional prosperity.
night. Those who feel they can af- a day without
designs.
eleven premises.
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100 per cent of sunshine,
That no license shall be granted for
May 31910.
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TAILOR DISAPPEARS FROM
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We have in our store the mammotbj Spring and Summer Fashion Portfolio of the American Ladies Tailoring
Co. It Pictures in actual color sixty-si- x
styles in tailor
made garments, suits, coats, dresses skirts and capes.
The styles are distinctive the very latest creations,
gathered from all the world.
We will show you samples of 238 fabrics both cloth
and silks. And you can iiave any garment made to your
measure in any cloth you select.
An experienced fitter, right in our store, will take all
the measurements necessary. The garments will be made
in one of the finest shops in America. They will be made
under the personal direction
by the best of
of M. Kayser, an expert of national fame.
We will guarantee satisfaction in fit and style, workmanship and materials. Any garment not right need not
be accepted.
Then you will have garments made to your individual
measure made to fit your figure, style and individuality.
And they will cost about half the usual price charged by

Prices

At Half Usual

Garments

J5S332S2SS3S

SS5B93

We Show 66 Styles Like
These, also 238 Fabrics.

mac-tailor- s,
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ladias tailors.

You could not at any price get better service. The
saving comes through making hundreds ol garments where
the usual tailor makes one.
We can offer yju all this right here at home through
this agancy arrangement, In addition, we can now offer
outfit free with any suit. Think what that
you a
means made to measure garments at half usual price,
and a waist and skirt free. For your own sake take advantage of this offer before the makers withdraw it.
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Suits $13.50 to $45.00. Coats $8.00 to $30.00.
Capes, $7.65 to $22.00. Dresses. $9.50 to
$30.00, Skirts. $5.00 up. 2 Piece Outfit FREE

Outfits Free

Two-Piec- e

No. 308. An English Ardsley garment. This garment is a combination
of all that is desirable in the new
long tailored coat. The shawl is cut
extremely long, fastening on one side
and faced with black moire. The skirt
of the coat is full side plaited and
is headed by a double row of straps
which connect the long panel effect
to both front and back. These tabs
are finished off at each end with a
large fancy metal button and buttonhole. This same effect is predominant on the sleeve. It is not desirable for stout women. The coat is
but can be lined to the hips
or full lined, as desired. Is made up
to 52 inches in length.
un-line- d,

No. 108. Another Parisian creation,
very dressy in general tone and effect, yet will be found to be a very
sensible walking skirt. There are
three deep plaits at each gore headed
off by a triangular shaped tab which
is piped with silk and trimmed with
buttonhole loops and buttons of the
same material. It is youthful in effect, and fits snugly over the hips as
do all the new models. It Is finished
on top with a narrow band of skirt material and is without belt.

No. 55. A Baer creation, decidedly
Parisian in tone. The long graceful
reverses and double breasted effect
are distinct departures from the past
season. The shaped collar is made of
basket weave silk, or moire. Strictly
tailored soutache loops and delicate
ivory buttons decorate the revere.
Ivory buttons are used throughout.
Back is slashed on both sides. All
seams are faultlessly double stiched.
Skirt is a 13 gore plain plaited model
cut generously full and stitched down
about 15 inches from the waist line.
The general effect is very chic.
No, 351.

The Carmen.

This Is a

garment of Spanish origin; is a handsome evening or opera cape. The inverted plait in the back adds to its in- dividuality and helps give the flare
and looseness to the cape which is so
much desired. The garment hangs
gracefully from the shoulders. It has
two large reveres of black moire and
the collar is inlaid with the same ma- terial. A fine Quality of gilt buttons
are used to trip both collar and revere.
The shoulders are also trimmed with
buttons. The cape is unlined, but may
he full lined if desired. Is made up to"'
46 inches in length.

Dont Pay a Penny Until You TRY ON
- Your Garments - - - -

(SlJl6(5)50ln

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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